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OPTIMAL BOUNDS FOR CERTAIN BIVARIATE MEANS
Abstract. New bivariate means, introduced and investigated in
[1], play a central role in this work. The lower and upper bounds
for those means are obtained. Bounding quantities are the one-
parameter means derived from the harmonic and contraharmonic
means by forming convex combinations of the variables of these
two means.
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x2. Denition and basic properties of the
one-parameter family of means
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x3. Bivariate means used in this paper
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x4. Optimal bounds for the four new means
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Theorem A. Let the functions   and   be continuous on      , differen-
tiable on       and such that  ′    ̸    on      . If  ′     ′    is (strictly)
increasing (decreasing) on      , then the functions
           
           
   
           
           
are also (strictly) increasing (decreasing) on      .
                                                                     
                                                                            
Theorem 1  The following two-sided inequality
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is valid provided
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Theorem 2  The inequalities
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are satised if
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Theorem 3  If       and    
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Theorem 4  The two-sided inequality
 p    AQ    q      
holds true if
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